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MASTERS 2013-2014 Hillclimb Series Rules 

1) All Drivers must read and understand the MASTERS General Safety Rules that apply to ALL of the Series.  The 
following rules are SPECIFIC to Hillclimb competition..  . 

2) Drivers are required to check out the safety, skill-needed, of the Hillclimb course BEFORE the competition and/or 
registration, and only agree to compete if the driver feels he/she has the skill level for the safety of himself/herself, 
the officials, and fans. If the driver feels he/she is not qualified to compete and/or the course and/or hill is not safe, 
prior to the start of the competition on the day of the competition,  they will be refunded any and all money they paid 
for that specific event. 

3) It is the DRIVERS responsibility to know and understand the ISR Safety Rules for a Hillclimb. If the Snowmobile 
and/or the driver does not meet the proper safety equipment, the MASTERS Officials reserve the right to disqualify 
the driver from the event and/or class and/or specific race/hill attempt. Unless specified in this Rules Sheet and/or 
at the Drivers meeting, all ISR Rules will apply to Hillclimb Competition. 

4) The MASTERS reserves the right to limit the amount of entries for Hillclimb event and/or a specific class.  Unless 
announced at the mandatory drivers meeting the night before the Hillclimb, no driver is allowed to enter more then 3 
classes. 

5) All drivers are required to be at the MANDATORY Drivers Meeting the night before the event during the time 
announced and/or listed.  It is at this meeting the driver and 1 Pit Pass will be issued.  All drivers and Pit people 
must have event entry pass with them at the general Admission gate and the gate to the pits. Additional Pit Passes 
can be purchased PRIOR to the Drivers Meeting. Anyone found to be in the Pits will be immediately removed from 
the grounds WITHOUT a refund. Everyone in the pits is required to sign a Waiver of Liability provided by the 
MASTERS. 

6) Stock snowmobiles must be STOCK. The only Non-Stock items allowed in Hillclimb competiton is skis, and track. In 
Hillcimb competition stabilizer bars and air boxes can be removed. Hood must match the OEM of the sled to be 
stock. Cooling and Air vents are allowed on a Stock snowmobile, as long as the vents do NOT extrude from the 
cowl. Breather vents are allowed on Stock Snowmobiles.  Traction devices cannot be more then 3/8 of an inch 
higher then the highest point of a track.  All Traction devices must be commercially produced and sold, and cannot 
be home-made.  Fuel additives are not allowed.  Only Regular, Premium or racing fuel without modifiers is allowed. 

7) In STOCK competition the snowmobile cannot have ANY alteration to exhaust, silencers must remain on 
snowmobile. 

8) In STOCK, clutch weights and springs can be changed, however clutch must be STOCK. 
9) The MASTERS will run 3 Vintage Division Classes in Hillclimb competition.  The classes will be V-5, V-8, and Super 

V.  These classes are for trophy only and will only be run based upon enough entries.  The MASTERS will 
determine what course the Vintage Division sleds will run, when they will run, and how many runs they will have.  A 
driver that runs his/her maximum amount of classes in Stock and/or Modified, that being 3, unless announced at 
drivers meeting, is allowed to also compete in additional Vintage Division classes. 
A) V-5 will be a leaf spring chassis, leaf springs must be operational, Fan or Free Air Cooled engine, and the 

engine cannot be more than 500 cc.  The sled must be 1980 or older. 
B) V-8 will be a leaf spring chassis, Fan, Free Air, or Liquid Cooled engine, and the engine cannot be more than 

800 cc.  The sled must be 1980 or older. 
C) Super V is an IFS or Leaf Spring Sled.  Fan, Free Air, or Liquid Cooled engine, and the engine cannot be more 

than 800 cc.  The sled must be 1987 or older. 
D) Flat or Round Slide carbs will be allowed.  Naturally aspirated, fuel injection is not allowed.  Engine must match 

chassis.  Hood/Cowl must match OEM, does not need to match OEM Model 

11) The MASTERS will be running 2 Junior Division classes. All drivers between the ages of 10 and 14 can run in 
Junior 1. Junior 1 Drivers cannot compete on a snowmobile over 600 cc and all Junior 1 Snowmobiles must be 
FAN-COOLED. All drivers between the ages of 14 and 17 will compete in Junior 2. Junior 2 Drivers cannot compete 
on a snowmobile over 600 cc, which can be Liquid Cooled. ALL Junior 1 drivers can only run on a Trail Stock 



snowmobile. Junior 2 Drivers are allowed to run either a Trail Stock or Race Stock sleds.  All Junior Drivers, and 
BOTH Parents must sign a Parental Waiver of Liability Form either in front of and witnessed by a MASTERS Racing 
Circuit Official or have the Minor Parental Waiver of Liability Forms signed and witnessed by a Notary of the Public. 
The Junior Classes are ONLY Trophy classes, no cash purse will be paid out in either Junior Class. 

12) A sled has to have motor and chassis OEM matched to remain stock. 
13) Nitrus and Turbo Charged machines must run in Open Mod Class for Snowmobile Hillclimb competition. 
14) 2 Cylinder 4- Stroke STOCK Snowmobiles will run in 500 cc Stock Class. 3 Cylinder 4-Stroke STOCK Snowmobiles 

will run in Stock 600 cc class. 4 Cylinder 4-Stroke STOCK Snowmobiles will run in Stock 700 cc class. 
15) Snowmobile Hillclimb, all hoods must have reinforced straps to help in keeping the hood on the snowmobile. 
16) The MASTERS Racing Circuit and/or the Promoter may have a Sport, Semi-Pro and Vintage Classes. This is NOT 

at all or possibly any Hillclimbs. If these classes will run, it will be posted on this website. SPORT, Semi-Pro, and 
Vintage Classes are TROPHY-ONLY Classes. No cash purse will be awarded in any of these Divisions. 

17) ALL sleds in Hillcimb must have a color-contrasting 8-inch number (s) assigned to the driver on BOTH sides of the 
hood to compete. 

18) All Snowmobiles must have an operating tether. The tether must be attached to the driver at ALL times that the 
snowmobile engine is running, this includes the pits. The tether cannot be mounted to the handlebars.  Any driver 
found to have his/her snowmobile engine running without the tether attached to the driver will be AUTOMATICALLY 
disqualified from the class and/or event. 

19) All drivers must run in the order drawn or assigned. Any driver running out of position will forfeit that run/race.  
20) A driver and/or sled, is NOT ALLOWED to hit any ‘gate. In Hillclimb competition, the gate that the driver and/or sled 

hits a gate will be considered the ‘high mark’ for that run. 
21) A driver has a set amount of time to be determined before the race to be at the starting line. If that driver and or 

machine is not at the starting line during the announced time limit, the driver’s ‘run’ will be considered a  forfeit. 
22) A snowmobile cannot run/enter more than once in a class with a different driver. That snowmobile can enter a 

different class with a different driver, however if that sled and/or driver cannot run due to mechanical problems, the 
driver WILL NOT BE refunded his/her MASTERS fees. 

23) In Hillclimb, a snowmolbile is not allowed to go below or down the hill or highest spot. The highest ‘mark’ will then 
be determined by the driver. The driver is NOT allowed to use Reverse, or get off the sled to pick up or move the 
track or the skis. 

24) In Hillclimb competition, a driver must take a 1st in his/her class to qualify for the Pro Stock and Pro Mod King of the 
Hill. The order in which a driver competes in King of the Hill competition is based upon a ‘draw’ by the drivers. 

25) The MASTERS and/or Promoters may change or eliminate a rule printed here or in the ISR Rules providing the 
specific rule has been announced at the drivers meeting and/or prior to the competition. It is the responsibility of the 
driver to bring up any and all rules that may be in question during the drivers meeting. 

26) The MASTERS will be running 2 120 cc classes. Stock 120 cc and Mod 120 cc. Any modifications, engine, track, 
suspension, will put the driver and that sled in the Mod 120 cc class. All 120cc Drivers are required to have BOTH 
Parents sign a Parental Waiver of Liability Form either in front of and witnessed by a MASTERS Racing Circuit 
Official or have the Minor Parental Waiver of Liability Forms signed and witnessed by a Notary of the Public. The 
Junior Classes are ONLY Trophy Classes, no cash purse will be paid out in either 120 cc class. 

 

 

Driver signature stating they agree and understand the rules. 
 
 
Printed Driver Name: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Driver Address/City/State/Zip: 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
Driver Signature ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Date of Signature ___________________________________________________________ 

 



 


